TESTING “LIBERTY” IN NEW JERSEY, 1775-1793:
THE INTERSECTION OF SLAVERY AND
SELECT MANUMISSION SUPREME COURT CASES
SUE KOZEL1
Abstract: Through an examination of materials from the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania collections (the Richard Waln Papers and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society
Papers) and the New Jersey State Archives, the paper highlights select sample writs of habeas
corpus and manumission cases before the New Jersey Supreme Court from 1775-1783. The
stories narrated in these documents tells a story of freedom – and lack of freedom – in New
Jersey during and after the American Revolution.

Slavery was alive and flourishing during post-Revolutionary War America. In New
Jersey, historian Giles Wright noted the little-known fact that the number of New
Jersey slaves increased after the American Revolution, reaching its peak number in
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1800.2 Why is this fact important? Students often conclude, incorrectly, that
slavery in the state immediately declined after the American Revolution.
The example of Virginian Patrick Henry may help us understand the
perceived irony that a people seeking their own independence would, as a nation,
continue laws that denied other residents those same rights. Henry reminded us that
freedom and liberty were indeed discussed in the context of slavery in 1775: “Is
life so dear, or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what course others may take; but as
for me, give me liberty or give me death!”3 In the ninth edition of John Hope
Franklin’s seminal work From Slavery To Freedom: A History of African
Americans, co-editor Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham’s text notes the irony that
Henry desired his own freedom but still kept his own slaves.4 The emerging United
States supported a slave society, and New Jersey was part of this reality.
Exploring the concept of “freedom” should include this word’s relationship
to the idea of “liberty”, and that investigation can be a complicated one. Modern
Americans often substitute the word “freedom” for “liberty”. Maybe today we
2
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should start here. The Oxford English Dictionary defines the concept of liberty as
“exemption or release from captivity, bondage, or slavery.” Freedom is defined as
a “state or fact of being free from servitude, constraint, inhibition, etc.; liberty.5 In
pursuit of liberty, African Americans in New Jersey ran away from their slave
owners and joined others slaves in supporting the British cause, including the
infamous and fearless Monmouth County runaway slave Colonel Tye.6 Some
slaves fought with the Americans, no doubt because New Jersey slave owners were
compensated if their slaves enrolled.7 New Jersey Governor William Livingston
called for a manumission law in 1778 based on the ideas of the Enlightenment that
influenced the American Revolution.8 The cause of liberty resulted in African
American freedom, sometimes temporary, prior to their deaths as soldiers in the
King’s military. Sometimes soldiers ended up slaves once more.9 The pursuit of
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freedom took some African Americans to Canada, forming a group of 3,000
British loyalists seeking to relocate after the British defeat.10 Some African
Americans were freed through Legislative Petitions because their owners were
considered to be enemy collaborators during the war.11 Some African Americans
who remained enslaved began to seek legal remedies to broken promises of
manumission and worked with 18th century abolitionists to test the filing of Writs
of Habeas Corpus. This paper will highlight manumission cases pending before the
New Jersey Supreme Court between 1775 -1808.
In my college classrooms, the word “freedom” is the word of choice by
students. The word “liberty” can be erased from the Revolutionary War period
during these classroom discussions. Regardless of this revisionism, however,
“liberty” is the keyword of the American Revolution. Current historical debates
over the impacts of the American Revolution and Early Republic on the lives of
citizens more often confront the intersection of the concepts of freedom and the
lack of freedom as experienced by all persons living in the United States. Now is
the time to reintroduce “liberty” and discuss its actual role in the lives of New
denied freedom until 1805 when Wright wrote that Sutphen finally had the money to purchase his freedom. See
Gary B. Nash and Jean R. Soderlund for an analysis of manumissions in Philadelphia and Chester County. Gary B.
Nash and Jean R. Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees: Emancipation in Pennsylvania and Its Aftermath (NY: Oxford
University Press, 1991), 64, 83-84. Page four focuses on the religious affiliation of those manumitting slaves. Pages
83-84 note the occupational background of slaveholders and their records in manumission.
10
Ellen Gibson Wilson, The Loyal Blacks (New York: Capricorn Books, 1976). 74-78, 81-84, 104.
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manumission of Negroes and others holden in bondage ( Burlington: New Jersey Society for the Abolition of
Slavery, 1774) http://extext.virginia.edu/readex/27391.html. Richard McCormick, New Jersey from Colony to State,
1609-1789 (Cedar Grove: Rae Publishing Company, 1988), 161.
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Jersey’s African Americans in the area of manumissions and writs of habeas
corpus.
This intersection provides a forum to investigate how liberties were or were
not granted. Historian Seth Rockman has investigated the lack of freedom – call it
“unfreedom” -- in the aftermath of the Revolutionary War as a new economic
system expanded. Rockman’s 2001 paper about American capitalism underscored
the inconsistent interpretations and applications of freedom and liberty as
perceived rights for all but shared by only some.12 His new book, Scraping By,
examined the promises unfulfilled in the Early Republic, and demonstrates that
working-class whites, free blacks, runaway slaves, and small merchants all had
dreams deferred because equality and liberty were severely limited in the changing
world of Baltimore, Maryland.13
Looking through one of Rockman’s historical lens, I have framed this paper
as “testing” the concept of liberty through the examination of key New Jersey writs
of habeas corpus and manumission cases before the state’s Supreme Court. Our
test involves assessing the effectiveness of these legal strategies to freedom for
12
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some New Jersey African Americans. I do believe some aspect of “liberty” was
alive and well, as evidence by these rigorous legal engagements, but because of the
very nature of the legal process, liberty is then only achieved by those few who can
access the process.
Working with materials from the Historical Society of Pennsylvania
collections (the Richard Waln Papers and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society
Papers) and the New Jersey State Archives, the paper first highlights select sample
writs of habeas corpus and manumission cases before the New Jersey Supreme
Court from 1775-1783. The King against Esther Barber and others, one case
resolved by the colonial government in 1775, showcases the state’s first case on
the eve of the Revolutionary War. As the war progressed, cases were limited, and
those that emerged first addressed the freeing of British slaves held as confiscated
property by the victorious Americans. How did this civil society reconcile freeing
the slaves of the enemy with the maintenance of slavery by its own patriotic
citizens?
To the victor went the spoils. The Americans could free those or enslave
those whom the British held as slave property during the Revolutionary War.
Future research in the Pennsylvania Abolition Society Papers will yield greater
insight into the number of slaves taken by the American forces and returned to
slavery.
6

Finally, this paper will highlight a select number of post-1784 cases, usually
involving slaves who were promised freedom in wills by dying masters and were
sometimes denied their freedom by the heirs (wives or children) who disregarded
the will. The Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery (PAS), the New
Jersey Society for the Abolition of Slavery, and/or New Jersey government filed
paperwork claiming a violation of free black men’s or women’s rights because
they were held against their will and categorized as a slaves instead of free people.
Three of the New Jersey manumission cases were resolved through legislation
freeing slaves held by former Loyalists whose properties were confiscated as a
result of the war. The cases were Peter Williams, late the Property of John Heard,
1784, An Act for setting free Negro Prime, 1786, and An Act for setting Free Negro
Cato¸1789.14 The abolitionist publication, Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court
of New Jersey relative to the manumission of Negroes and others holden in
bondage, presents an important bridge for us to measure the limited and yet
important legislative victories for freedom.
Ironically, many leaders and supporters of New Jersey and Pennsylvania
abolitionist efforts to free slaves through writs of habeas corpus were Loyalists and
Quakers, the people thought of as being on the losing side of the American
Revolution because they sided with the British or remained neutral. One Quaker,
14
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Richard Waln, was in the thick of the 1790 period manumission writs, and this
paper will consider a few of his successful organizing efforts.

15

The Early Cases 1775 – 1783
Often, manumission cases would involve the status of young African American
children born to parents who had been freed under manumission arrangements. The
King against Esther Barber and others marked an important moment in New
Jersey legal history. As reported in Cases Adjudged in the Supreme Court of New –
Jersey: relative to the Manumission of Negroes and others holden in bondage, a
negro girl named Beulah was the daughter of two African-American slaves who
had been freed by her Burlington City owner Caleb Haines. Under dispute was
whether Beulah was born free or born a slave. At issue was a paperwork glitch,
resulting in an investigation of whether or not manumission should stand for the
daughter of freed slaves. Barber, who subsequently held Beulah, the child of the
free blacks David and Dinah, was ordered to release Beulah from being “illegally
detailed” and that “Beulah is entitled to her Freedom under the said Manumission
against the said Caleb Haines, and all claiming under him.” Decided in the
November 1775 term of the New Jersey Supreme Court, the case sided with the
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African American child and resulted in her freedom.16 The second case highlighted
briefly in the Cases Adjudged document noted that another African American
named “Negro Will” was granted freedom from Jacobus Vanhuys on a writ of
habeas corpus. This case was decided as the American Revolution wound down in
April, 1782.17
The third case noted a successful writ of habeas corpus on behalf of Negro
Nelly, who was order to be “set at Liberty” from Edmund Bainbridge. At issue was
whether Negro Nelly, who had been formerly owned by Edmund Bainbridge “the
elder” of Maidenhead (now Lawrenceville), was still a slave when given to
Bainbridge’s daughter Abigail, who later freed Nelly. The will was to have said
that if Abigail “should die childless, then the said Negro Nelly should be sold.”
Interestingly, if Abigail survived her husband and father, and Negro Nelly was to
be presented as a gift. Abigail had desired that Negro Nelly “should be
manumitted and set free, a thing which she had very much at Heart.” Although
unclear, at some point Negro Nelly had been moved to Pennsylvania during the
time that the March 1780 Gradual Abolition of Slavery law had passed, and it
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appeared that Nelly was in the possession of Bainbridge’s son. According to the
court summary, the slave in question had not been registered with government
officials as the act required, which presented a legal loophole. Because Negro
Nelly had not been registered as a slave in Pennsylvania, and because Abigail’s
will required that the young African American woman be manumitted, the
Supreme Court unanimously ordered that Negro Nelly be set free.18
Another six cases were successful, bringing the total of published victorious
judgments from 1775 to 1783 to nine.
The aforementioned cases were published by the NJ Abolition Society’s
1794 publication listing its victories. Just over 30 cases outlined freedom for
several African Americans, including several cases from Monmouth County. Four
cases involved the researching skills of New Jersey Quaker abolitionist and Upper
Freehold resident Richard Waln. Although his name is not in the published court
records, through researching the PAS, Richard Waln Papers, and the Marian S.
Carson Collection, I have pieced together Waln’s involvement, which will be
highlighted later in this paper.
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The Slave of My Enemy Can be Freed! The Case of Negro Prime
The New Jersey legislature voted to manumit Negro Prime and “set [him]
free from Slavery and Servitude” because he was the “late the property of Absalom
Bainbridge” of Princeton who had supported the British cause during the
Revolutionary War. According to the November 21, 1786 document, Bainbridge, a
traitor, had his estate “forfeited and confiscated” and because Negro Prime was
part of the property seized, this New Jersey slave asked that he might be set free.
The Legislature agreed by “extending the Blessings of Liberty.”19
For slaves who were part of the enemy’s estate, the post-Revolutionary
period in New Jersey held some promise, because they could be granted freedom –
depending, that is, upon the mood of the Legislature.20
The Case of Peter Williams
On September 1, 1784, the General Assembly voted to free a “Negro Man”
who named himself Peter Williams because he had deserted his Loyalist owner
John Heard during the Revolutionary War. Heard brought Williams into battle
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when they joined the British army. According to the record, Williams deserted
Heard and joined the Continental Army where he fought for the duration of the
war. At the end of the war, John Heard’s property was seized and Williams, still a
slave, was taken as well. Upon examination, Williams received freedom due to his
having been a slave of an active member of the enemy. More than anything, it
appears that the status Williams held as a slave of a member of the enemy resulted
in his freedom, and less his role as a member of the Continental Army. 21

The Waln Connection – An 18th Century Quaker Abolitionist
Richard Waln was responsible for the background research on four
successful New Jersey writs of habeas corpus cases before the New Jersey
Supreme Court that manumitted four African Americans: Negro Silas and Negro
Jack, and, thanks to the precedent set in the Negro Silas case, freedom was secured
by Negro Agnus and Negro Rachel.
Waln, a Quaker, was born in Philadelphia in 1737 and became a vocal and
effective advocate on behalf of the manumission of African Americans in New
Jersey after he relocated to Walnford (now Upper Freehold Township). In a letter
21
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to Quaker printer Isaac Collins in 1793, Waln discussed how a “spirit of
benevolence” could lead others to join the anti-slavery cause and so be rewarded
with “the most delightfull [sic] feelings of the Human Heart”22
While Waln became an important figure in New Jersey’s abolitionist history,
the roots of his activism can be traced his years in Philadelphia. One of his
ancestors, Nicholas Waln, was a Quaker merchant who joined William Penn in
founding Pennsylvania. Historians Gary Nash and Jean R. Soderlund have
suggested that as the Philadelphia markets grew during the colonial period, affluent
Philadelphians kept some slaves as a status symbol while small slaveholders who
were artisans, shopkeepers and other entrepreneurs freed their slaves.23 The young
Richard Waln worked with his uncle Robert Waln and operated a successful
sundries business on Water Street between Arch and Race Streets in Philadelphia.24
Author Joseph Carson described young Waln’s mishaps when pirates and
privateers captured his brig Rebecca, but the author did not delve into Waln’s
abolitionist inclinations.25 Waln’s ships, when not taken at sea, traveled to
Barbados, Jamaica, Granada, London, back to Philadelphia, and to North Carolina.
22

Richard Waln Papers, 1651, Richard Waln Letters, Letterbook 1766-1794, Box 1, Letter to Isaac Collins
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In March 1759, when Waln was 22 years old, he hired two “Negro” men for cargo
work, something he would continue to do in Barbados and in the Philadelphia
region.26 What is sometimes unclear from the listing is whether or not the “Negro”
men listed are slaves or free men. In December 1762, Waln wrote to William Dury,
a Barbados merchant, and shared with him “a pamphlet by Woolman on negro
keeping.”27 Of course, this Woolman is the itinerant preacher and New Jersey
Quaker abolitionist John Woolman. On December 6, 1764, Waln wrote to Robert
Wilson, one of his business associates, and admonished him for unclaimed rum
that belonged to Captain Golley or an undetermined other and for which the rum
was unpaid and still in Waln’s storage. Furthermore, Waln wrote about clerk
“errors” that Waln’s ship may have been involved in selling Africans as slaves.
Waln explained that he would not tolerate any person “shipping negroes” on his
boat and that he would not allow any sale of a slave because he believed that a
slave had “never forfeited their Liberty.”28 Waln might have been referring to his
Barbados 1760 ledger, which includes a reference to a sale of a “negro girl.” The
entry was crossed out.29
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Waln and his brother, Nicholas, corresponded on controversial issues of the
day. Nicholas Waln lived and studied in London in the early 1760s. Their letters
focused on mercantile issues related to duties on imports, and in 1763, Nicholas
wrote Richard in anticipation of the passage of taxes on molasses, tea, and sugar.
Nicholas noted that there was talk likewise of a Stamp Act to apply to
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.30 In another letter, Nicholas discussed the Robin
Hood Society’s meeting to address slavery throughout the British empire in 1764.31
Richard Waln was listed as a New Jersey member of the Pennsylvania
Society for the Promoting the Abolition of Slavery (PAS) during its incorporation
in 1789.32 Waln actively supported the work of the PAS in attempting to free
African Americans held against their will in New Jersey by providing background
research to support manumission disputes and the filing of writs of habeas corpus.
Waln signed a 1796 petition to the legislature demanding an end to slavery. His

(she inherited from her father) will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming article of the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania.
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1763, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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32
Act of Incorporation and constitution of the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition of
Slavery and for the relief of free negroes unlawfully held in bondage, and for improving the condition of the African
race (Philadelphia: Merrihew and Thompson, 1860), 5 Birney Anti-Slavery Collection,
http://www.archive.org/stream/actofincorporati00penn/actofincorporati00penn_djvu.txt.
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was the last name on the petition – above his name is that of an African American
petitioner, Minto Lesage (the words “by negro” follows Minto’s name).33
His activism is consistent with Quaker petitions from the period. For
example, Quakers from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland
petitioned New Jersey’s Governor and Legislature on November 11, 1792, on
behalf of the “oppressed condition of thy African Race.” The petition quoted the
New Testament gospel of Matthew as a warning to public leaders who would not
act on behalf of the state’s slaves: “Therefore all Things whatsoever ye would that
Men Should do to you, do ye even to them, for this is the Law and the Prophets.’”34
According to Richard Newman’s scholarship on the origins of the PAS, the
Society’s incorporation in 1789 was important because it marked the beginning of
a new front in the fight against slavery, as members assisted African Americans
held against their will in the filing of legal writs to force the court to investigate
wills, contracts and other materials to determine if free persons were being held
against their will illegally.35 In particular, the writs of habeas corpus were strategic
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tools in the fight for freedom.36 Newman wrote about the case of “Negro Silas”
who was described as a “former New Jersey slave who had been sold contrary to
an indenture agreement with his master.” Noting that once “his family” located
him, a writ of habeas corpus was drawn up, the New Jersey Supreme Court
investigated the case, and Silas became free black man.37 The case is recorded
under the Court’s September 1790 term.38 According to the PAS Acting
Committee minutes, Richard Waln was directly involved in the research on Negro
Silas, Negro Betty and Negro Nelly cases.39 Newman noted that because the PAS
exemplified “Pennsylvania-style privatism in action,” its decision to represent
“blacks in court and drafting legislative petitions” marked a significant change in
tactics.40 While the PAS was working to monitor faulty indentures with masters
and hiring out contracts, Newman noted that abolitionists came to see the “law as a
guide to activism.” In order to fight laws, Newman argued, the PAS adopted a
strategy to draw on legal rights embedded in the American judicial system.41
Newman noted that men like Thomas Harrison, a member of the PAS, followed up
on tips to travel to Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia to check on
36

Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism, 74-75.
Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism, 74-75.
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New Jersey Abolition Society, Cases Adjudged, 25-26.
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“fugitive slaves or to identify kidnapped free blacks in need of legal aid” among
the key PAS activities.42 I found Harrison listed as note taker and recorder in the
PAS Acting Committee minutes for the Negro Silas case and others, and he took
notes that included references to Richard Waln’s advocacy.
VII. The Cases of Negro Silas, Negro Betty and Negro Nelly, and Negro Jack
Waln received a letter from James Pemberton, President of the Pennsylvania
Abolition Society, in 1790, thanking him for his “humane and spirited Exertions, in
the Cause of Negroe Silas. When Men of acknowledged Worth thus step forth in
the Cause of the Oppressed Africans, it affords additional encouragement to our
Society to persevere in their arduous undertaking, by inspiring hopes that the
endeavors to abolish Domestic Slavery will finally be crowned with success, and
thus great National Iniquity be this forever removed from amongst the People of
the United States.” 43
Negro Silas filed a writ of habeas corpus and was brought before Chief
Justice Kinsey and Justice Smith of the New Jersey Supreme Court. The Justices
determined that Silas was not a slave but “Borne Free and was the Issue of a Negro
Female Slave of John Horsfield who by will Directed his [sic] to serve for a limited
time.” The document goes on to note that the owner instructed his executor to sell
42
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his Negro “Betty and my Negro Nelly for the term of fifteen years and then to be
free…”44
According to the PAS notes, when Betty and Nelly were almost 15 years of
age when their owner died and they were sold. The report noted that Silas was sold
about four years earlier for 100 pounds. When Betty was sold, she already had
several children and they were enslaved. Elias Boudinot and James Patterson of
New Jersey argued the case. Silas was freed by a writ of habeas corpus. The
argument for the Plaintiff, in this case Silas, was that “no child of a servant could
become a Slave.”45
In this later document, the summary in the PAS files indicate that the
children of Negro Betty were left free by the will of John Horsfold, and yet the
children still remained slaves. The text reads, “Richard Waln – being lately in
Philadelphia informed that at the Last Supreme Court of that State – the case was
tried and – the children were Declared Free.”46 (Note that the spelling of the late
slaveholder keeps changing in documents.)
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While the document notes that Waln returned to live in Philadelphia by this
time, the case was not decided in Philadelphia but New Jersey. Thomas Harrison is
listed as the minute taker for the PAS Acting Committee, and his writing is the
same as the Negro Silas report from the earlier volume.
In the PAS Acting Minutes for 1790, Waln is listed as providing key
information on the Negro Betty case involving her children. Recognizing
Harrison’s writing, I found an entry written by him that is entitled “Letter Richard
Waln New Jersey” and the sub-heading is “John Horsfold N. Jersey.” Note that
Horsfold is another misspelling.47
Waln sent a letter on May 5, 1790 indicating that John Horsfuld (note
another misspelling) “of Upper Freehold, Monmouth Co” issued his last will and
directed his executors to sell his “Negros [sic] Betty and Nelly for a term of 15
years and then to be free.” The writing notes that the “children borne after the
death of the testator and before their servitude expired are all held in slavery.” The
document reports that Waln wrote a letter to Elias Boudinot and received an
opinion that Boudinot would support their manumission claims.48 The matter
would be tried before the next Supreme Court in the form of a writ of habeas
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corpus, and Boudinot hoped that the Pennsylvania Society would support the case
at the time of trial.49
Waln wrote to Congressman Boudinot for advice on two cases:
a. Negro Betty’s status and whether children born of a free black woman or a
woman who would be free after 15 years are considered to be slaves.
b. Negro Cuff’s status as Waln noted that he was sold by the Sheriff and
instead should be free.50
Waln used powerful language as he expressed hope that Boudinot will intervene
in a manumission dispute. Initially, Waln described “a Negro Woman” who was
promised to be free after being sold for 15 years. He did not mention Slave Betty
by name, but he surely must have been referring to her because of the 15-year
reference. This case would involve Negro Silas who successfully petition the New
Jersey Supreme Court for freedom, with Boudinot as his attorney. Waln explained
that the woman’s children continued to be slaves of the person who purchased the
mother, and he asked if the sale of the children could be considered legal.51
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Crucially, the Cases Adjudged document links the outcome of the Negro
Silas dispute to the case of Negro Agnes in Monmouth County. 52 Negro Agnes
was freed based on court actions when it ordered Negro Silas freed from being
held by James Anderson in its ruling during the September term, 1790. By
specifically including the Negro Silas case reference, the court indicated that the
manumission disputes and questionable circumstances leading to the illegal
custody of the African Americans in question were similar.53 Additionally, Negro
Rachel received her freedom from the New Jersey Supreme Court when it was
decided that her detainment by William Laird was similar in circumstances to the
decision in the James Anderson case involving the freedom of Negro Silas by a
writ of habeas corpus. Negro Rachael was freed during the September 1792 term.54
Waln must have known the Anderson family in Upper Freehold. According
to tax records, Abraham Anderson, James Anderson and Lewis Anderson owned a
combined acreage of more than 300 acres of land between 1780 and 1808. They
also owned slaves: Abraham, one; and James and Lewis each owned one slave in
52
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1780, 1789 and 1792. Waln did not hesitate to take on his neighbors and gather the
necessary intelligence to result in writ filings. On the Upper Freehold tax records,
the name “Anderson’s, Bill or “Anderson, Bill” is listed as one of the free negroes
on tax records for 1789, 1796 or 1797. Silas is not listed. There is a “Negro Silas”
or Silas that does appear on Waln’s records as a paid employee who is also offered
credit. It is yet to be determined if Waln employed Negro Silas before or after he
was freed. A Negro Silas worked for Waln on the Walnford plantation for about
several days in 1790.55 More research must be conducted to connect the African
American workers on Waln’s plantation to those African Americans with the same
names who involved in manumission disputes.
Waln was also involved in a case involving Negro Jack. The slave’s master
died, and so Jack was sold by the Sheriff of Monmouth County and purchased by
the master’s son. The son, according to Waln, promised that Jack could be free
once he repaid by his labor the purchase price of 83 pounds. Jack did just that, and
then was betrayed by the owner, who sold Jack to Tobias Hendrickson of
Monmouth County. Jack had a wife and five children, all of whom were slaves.
Waln, in a letter to Congressman Boudinot, asked: “should not, if the Negro is
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illegally held – the present Master pay for his Time.”56 Boudinot’s reply to this
letter does not appear to be in the Richard Waln Papers, so the initial strategies
cannot be investigated.
Thanks to Waln’s advocacy, however, the Supreme Court freed Jack from
the custody of Tobias Hendrickson in the May term, 1790.57

A Natural Right to Liberty… and Freedom
The language of “liberty” and “freedom” was contagious during and
following the Revolutionary War. The application of liberty and the recognition –
by some -- of African Americans’ natural right to liberty forced new public policy
and legal strategies to be raised through strategies including petition drives,
meetings, conventions, and reports on abolition, manumission, ending the slave
trade and related issues targeting elected officials in state and federal government
and the general public. Legal strategies, conceptualized and implemented by the
Pennsylvania Abolition Society, delivered successes before the New Jersey
Supreme Court. The ordinary men and women who wanted freedom joined with
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18th century Quaker and non-Quaker abolitionists to push New Jersey courts and
laws to their limits. Not every case could be won, but this moment of abolitionist
activity was built upon the enforcement of laws to ensure the freedom of newly
free blacks or those slaves who were promised freedom but subsequently were
denied that promise. The combination of legal writs, citizen petitions, enlightened
advocacy for liberty and equality, and the sheer courage to face one’s slave master
in court brought “freedom” to new corners of New Jersey and helped in the
expansion of the state’s free black communities in the Early Republic.
One final story illustrates the intersection of freedom, liberty and slavery,
and how African Americans and Caucasians worked together in search of freedom.
In 1788, Waln corresponded with the Friends of Egg Harbor regarding the
continued slavery a child of a “negro woman that was set free” by deceased Mr.
Ridgway. Waln argued that the child, named Cuff, should now be set free. Cuff,
Waln noted, was 24 years old and had the “Character of being Honest.” In Waln’s
opinion, Cuff was being deprived of “his natural Right to Liberty.58
For those slaves or free blacks who were fortunate to find abolitionist allies
to underwrite the cost of writs of habeas corpus for manumission, liberty could
sometimes be secured. For those without the resources and contacts, liberty
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remained elusive because freedom did not come easily or, in fact, at all. With the
example of Richard Waln, we can better understand how members of the PAS
worked to gather invaluable information that would determine whether or not the
PAS would underwrite court costs in manumission cases.
This freedom story, built on a “natural right to Liberty” will continue to be
told as more scholars and students unearth lost stories. I too salute the memory of
the runaway slaves and freed blacks denied their liberties and herald them as
among the true heroes and patriots in the early Republic.
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